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JACTO HD 400

JACTO HD 400
ROBUSTNESS & VERSATILITY

Large 115 mm filler opening
For fast fills and less spilling.
Heavy Duty Trigger
Metal trigger can also
be used as field service tool.

Stainless Steel Wand
Very durable and chemical
and corrosion resistant.

Versatility
Easily converts for right
or left hand operation.

High-density Polyethylene Tank
Ergonomic design that is impact,
chemical and UV resistant.
Bull-in Agitator
Internal agitator
constantly mixes
chemical solution.
Nozzle
Adjustable cone nozzle
standard and a complete line
of nozzles are available
from your Jacto dealer.

Carry Handle
Molded in carry handle
for convenience
and ease of storage.

Large capacity 900 ml chamber
Efficient design with
Viton piston cup
maintains pressure
with less pumping.

HD 400

HD 400

4 Gallons

4 Gallons

8.16 lbs

8.16 lbs

Lever and Wand Storage Clip
Internal agitator
constantly mixes
chemical solution.

Deluxe Shoulder Straps
Easily adjustable
thick padded straps
for operator comfort.

Tank Level Indicator
Very accurate
fill measurements
in both gallons and liters.
Wide Base
Tough composite
base for added stability.

JACTO’s QUALITY
Welcome to Jacto,
The 4-gallon HD400 is both robust and versatile. Independently tested for over 1500 hours without a breakdown
and it is the ideal choice for growers who use their sprayer day in and day out.
Starting with our first products in 1948, Jacto has built a long history dedicated to developing and perfecting new and
improved technology to help our customers maximize their productivity.
Jacto is known throughout the world for maintaining a tradition of quality and respect for the needs for our customers.
Whether your sprayer is needed for crop care or for another application where efficiency and quality make the difference
between profit and loss, you can count on Jacto.
To ensure our customers are always taken care of, Jacto offers a complete range of service and maintenance parts to keep
your sprayer on the job year after year. Insist on genuine Jacto spare parts and accessories as your insurance that your
sprayer will operate properly and work up to the high standards set by you and Jacto.

Available in white or blue tanks.

